
Hi John 
I was very interested to read your recent report on the above and to see the very valid questions 
that you have raised. 
I was the Chair of the original NPAC in Frisby and I am writing to see if you have ever had sight of the 
original village survey that was carried out along with the final consultation report? 
This survey (which had a 89% response rate) gave a very clear result (48%) in favour of the Cook site. 
At a village meeting to present the results the community did not want the NPAC to act on the 
conclusions of this survey but merely use it to inform the Borough Council of their views. 
When the LTD survey was subsequently carried out, which was after the Great Lane site had been 
given the go ahead, the results changed completely in favour of further development here. 
I believe that there was some sound logic to the original result which appeared to recognise that if 
the village was to have more housing then this should bring some benefits to the community. It is a 
major omission in my view that the current NP fails to address the increasingly problematic issue of 
access to the school and the lack of a play area for young children. 
  
Kind regards 
  
  
Mike 

 



 

  

 

 

      

May 2016 

Frisby on the Wreake Community Consultation 

Report to Melton Borough Council (MBC) by Frisby  

Neighbourhood Plan Advisory Committee (NPAC) 



 

Background 

Melton Borough Council (MBC) has identified that an additional 48 houses 

should be built in Frisby on the Wreake over the next 20 years.  

 

Frisby currently has 243 houses. This proposed 20% increase in the size of the 

Parish and its perceived impact on the character of the village has created a 

catalyst for the community to make their voice heard and to maximise the 

influence of the Parish on the quantity and location of any new development 

within the Parish boundary.  

 

In consequence, in late 2015, Frisby on the Wreake Parish Council decided to 

develop its own Neighbourhood Plan. It set up a Neighbourhood Plan Advisory 

Committee (NPAC), which reports directly to the Parish Council, and appointed 

specialist neighbourhood planning consultants YourLocale to support them 

throughout the process. It was understood that the Neighbourhood Plan is able 

to allocate housing sites in line with local need. 

 

However, the timescale for preparation of the Local Plan for Melton has led the 

Borough Council to determine its own site allocations. It has agreed to take into 

account any local information that can be provided in determining the most 

suitable sites for development.  There are 3 sites that have been put forward to 

MBC by land owners and developers in Frisby. 

 

Feedback from Frisby was required by 4th April 2016.  However, after some 

negotiating by the NPAC and the Parish Council, the Borough has agreed to 

extend this deadline to the end of May 2016. 

 

In order to provide the local information required by the Borough, the NPAC, on 

behalf for the Parish Council, has carried out three pieces of community 

consultation, a Village Survey in response to the 3 identified sites, a community 

Open Day and a Housing Survey which both explored issues around need and 

aspiration.  The outcome of each is set out in this document. 
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Open Day 

 

The first event organised by the NPAC was an open day on 8 March 2016, 

arranged with the support of YourLocale. The event, widely publicised and held 

in the Village Hall, sought the views of the community across a range of issues.  At 

this stage, Parishioners understood that the Parish would be able to decide site 

allocations and were also of the belief that the final housing numbers had not 

been set by MBC.  

On a specific point, many Parishioners understood from the map of the site behind 

the school, provided by MBC, that this covered the entire area and that 

development was not restricted to the land nearer the school.  This belief 

influenced many of the comments about this site. This issue was clarified in the 

subsequent Village Survey. A summary of comments from the Open Day is as 

follows: 

Housing  

Out of a total of 41 comments, 4 expressed concern over any further housing 

development in the Parish. Concerns included the potential for new housing to 

destroy the character of the village and in relation to proposed site 2 (land off 

Water Lane), also spoil the beauty of the surrounding area. Concerns were also 

expressed over the impact on village infrastructure and amenities, in particular 

on the already over- subscribed primary school and traffic congestion. 

 

The remaining comments accepted or welcomed new housing development 

on a limited scale. 4 expressed the desire for new housing to be in keeping with 

the character and “heart” of the village. 7 referred to the need for smaller 

homes to meet the needs of young people/families (including those “born and 

bred” in the village) and older residents. Views were mixed over the need for 

affordable housing but did reflect a need for housing to be priced within the 

financial reach of young people, balanced with the cost and availability of 
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local public transport. The need to address potential impact on village 

infrastructure, e.g. school (roll numbers, access/parking) was referenced by 6, 

and a further 3 raised the need for road congestion and car parking issues to be 

taken into account. One person commented that development could provide 

the opportunity for village amenities to be provided, such as a children’s play 

area. 

 

Generally, there was no clear preference expressed for a particular site, (2 in 

favour of site 3 Land off Great Lane). However, 6 stated that site 2 (land off 

Water Lane) was unacceptable due to its location on a flood plain and 

proximity of the railway level crossing, and 3 comments were made that site 

1(land behind the School) was not acceptable due to its large size. A total of 8 

respondents suggested that development could be shared across the 3 sites. 

 

Design 

Out of the 6 responses in total there was a general desire expressed for housing 

design to be in keeping with local village style and the conservation area, and 

with the least impact on people. 

 

Heritage 

The comments on the heritage display demonstrate the value attached to the 

character of Frisby and a desire to maintain it.  

 

Environment 

There was a considerable degree of interest shown in the environmental 

displays, with a total of 23 responses. 10 people specifically wrote about the 

importance of retaining and protecting open green spaces in and around the 

built environment of the village. Comments in support of this referred to the 

desire for keeping the village small with a “buffer” between Frisby and 

neighbouring communities in order to preserve the appearance and identity of 

the village and protect the surrounding open countryside. 2 respondents wished 

for public rights of way/bridleways to be protected, and another suggested that 

trees be planted.  The need to address the impact of development on current 

village traffic congestion/car speeds was commented upon by 3 people, and 

the need for a children’s play area was voiced by 3 others.  
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Transport/Access 

This display also drew a considerable number of responses (21). 

6 respondents drew attention to the current issue of traffic congestion in Frisby 

and the need to address it. Concern was expressed over the potential impact of 

additional traffic arising from housing development and in particular on the 

residents of Main Street and Water Lane.  A further comment was made which 

suggested the provision of double yellow lines at the Main St/Water Lane 

junction in the interests of safety. 2 people commented that there needs to be 

more parking and better access in relation to the school, and another 

suggested the re-opening of the railway station. There were a number of 

comments (5) on the inadequacy and vulnerability of public transport currently 

serving Frisby, with 1 person specifically referring to the need for village transport 

to be developed to support low income families to reach their workplaces. 

 

Community facilities/amenities 

This area for consideration generated 20 responses.  

The village pub and shop/post office were referred to by most people as 

important community facilities, with some respondents calling for the need to 

protect and retain both. In relation to facilities lacking, comments mentioned 

the need for a children’s play area, a new village hall/community centre with 

parking and outside space and the expansion of the school and the village’s 

transport system in order to meet any increase in housing.  

 

Developer Contributions 

The most significant responses were about meeting the demands of an 

increased population:  through the new build and better location of the school 

or development of its current site; better access and parking in relation to the 

school; the creation of a children’s play area; more car parking spaces in the 

village generally and traffic calming measures at the Rotherby Lane entrance to 

the village and in Great Lane. One respondent referred to the need for” age-

appropriate” housing and another queried the contributions that would be 

made to health. 

 

Business/Employment 

The 8 comments made focused on the variable and insufficient current 

broadband service to the village, and some cited the detrimental impact this 

has on working from home.  
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Other 

In addition to the reiteration of points already raised, 3 respondents asked 

questions relating to villager’s opportunities for further commentary and 

influence on the Neighbourhood Plan as it progresses through its draft stages. 

Another comment asked for inclusion of the Cricket Club in consideration of 

village amenities.  
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Housing Survey 

 

Whilst there was still the belief that final housing numbers were to be confirmed, 

the NPAC Housing Theme Group carried out a Housing Survey to get an idea 

from Parishioners of the number of dwellings that they thought appropriate. 

Information was also sought about the housing type and tenure.  

 

This information is summarised below:  

 

Survey questionnaires were numbered to avoid individuals duplicating their 

answers and delivered to each household in March 2016.  On completion, 3 

collection points were made available for their return. 

Of the 243 households in the Parish, 95 questionnaires were returned which is 40% of 

those distributed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some completed questionnaires contained useful comments but without 

answers to the specific questions, so these questionnaires could not be included 

in the analysis.  (This is why responses to some questions do not add up to 100%). 

 

 

 

95 
responses 
 

40%  

     return 

 

 

 

 

 

Some 
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Parishioners were asked whether they feel the proposed additional housing will 

enhance the village and be a positive development: 

 

 

 

A 2:1 ratio of those responding felt that proposed additional housing would not 

enhance the village or be a positive development. 

They were then asked whether they felt that they should support the proposed 

additional housing to help MBC meet its housing targets: 

  

 

 

With this consideration in mind, an additional 6% of respondents supported the 

proposed additional housing.  

33%

67%

Will the proposed additional housing 

be a positive development?

yes no

39%
61%

Should we support the additional 

housing to help MBC meet its 

allocation targets?

yes no
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Parishioners were asked about the number of new houses they felt would be 

acceptable in Frisby: 

 

 

19% favoured no new development at all whilst a total of 61% of residents 

wanted 20 new homes or fewer. 

Parishioners were then asked to rate their preference for different types of 

housing on a scale of 1 to 5 where 5 is highly preferable. (The table below shows 

the total points accrued for each housing type). 
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The responses showed an overall desire for a broad mix of house. There was a 

modest preference for larger detached houses and for smaller semi-detached 

houses.  However, the most popular response indicated a very clear desire for 

smaller bungalows.  Many Parishioners have expressed during consultation that 

they feel a need for easily manageable ‘down-sized’ homes as they get older. 

This would have the added benefit of freeing larger homes to accommodate 

families. 

 

Parishioners were asked to rate their preferred tenure for any new housing on a 

scale of 1 to 5 where 5 is highly preferable. (The table below shows the total 

points accrued for each housing type). 

 

 

 

Private ownership received significantly more responses than any other tenure 

type but there was also clear support for shared ownership which, again, 

illustrates the evident commitment within the community to help younger 

people and those who are less well-off to be able to get onto the housing 

ladder.  
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A mix of housing 

Small houses only for local people 

Housing will add to the burden on 

infrastructure 

We are a village not a small town 

Why would anybody in their right mind 

want development? 

 

Last survey only identified a need for six 

extra houses (x3) 

 

Want two locations, 10 houses each 

 

Adequate off-street parking 

 

Attract families to address our ageing 

community 

 

Layout/design sympathetic to existing 

buildings 

 

Site comment – prefer Rotherby Lane 

Certainly not wanted whilst there are 

large brownfield sites available in the 

borough (x2) 

 

More affordable houses for young at 

first-time buyers (x3) 

 

Housing for older people to then release 

family houses (x2) 

 

More terraced and semis– take up less 

space 

 

Frisby expensive due to increase travel 

from village – not due to housing costs 

 

Loss of agricultural land 

 

Question re-building close to HT lines 

 

Strain on facilities – drainage, increased 

flooding, service et cetera 

 

Worries re-school capacity, access and 

increased traffic (x2) 

Additional comments from the Housing Survey 
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Village Survey 

 

The NPAC eventually learnt that MBC intended to determine site allocation 

themselves and that the window for any community response would be early 

April, subsequently negotiated to the end of May. The NPAC therefore decided 

to conduct a Village Survey to enable the community to have some input into 

MBC’s decision. 

 

The NPAC was promised by MBC that SHLAA assessments would be completed 

before surveys were distributed. In the event no site data was provided and so 

the Village Survey proceeded for all 3 sites. 

 

Respondents to the Village Survey did so without information regarding any 

developer/landowner promises regarding contributions to infrastructure and no 

further factual information was provided, so respondents would not have been 

clear on important factors such as site access points. 

 

The Village Surveys were distributed to each household and collected between 

20th and 30th April 2016. 217 responses were received out of a maximum of 243 

(on the agreed basis of one survey per household. The survey was conducted 

on the basis that there would be no option other than for the village to 

accommodate 48 new houses. The overwhelming majority engaged with the 

survey on these terms). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of the responses and comments have been summarised.  The data collated 

from the question responses and comments are consistent with one another.  A 

clear audit trail exists from the completed surveys to the electronic summary. 

The three sites and a summary of the responses appears on the following pages: 

71% 
Made written 

comments 

89% 
Returned 

217
Responses 
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Respondents were asked whether they preferred a single site location or a 

combination of sites and they responded as follows: 

  

PREFERRED SITE Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Combination 

Including those preferring a 
combination of sites 
 

33% 15% 24% 28% 

If development was on a single  
site only 48% 21% 31% 

  
  
  

  

  

 

28% of those responding would prefer to see development on a combination of 

site locations. 

Respondents were also asked about each individual location and to indicate 

their preference if development was only possible on a single location site. 

Preference was shown for Location 1, Locations 2 and 3 were considered by 

those responding to be less preferable.   

More detailed views on each of the 3 locations are set out over the following 3 

pages. 
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Location One:  Land behind the school 
Capacity for 48 houses 

 

 

Preferred single location 48% 
Positive comments 106 

Negative comments 112 

Balance -6 

Main positive comments  

1 Traffic away from village centre 30 

2 Access to village amenities          28 

3 Possible additional amenities     19 

Main negative comments  

1 Traffic /congestion/parking         27 

2 Access                                               26 

3 Visual impact                                  17 
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Location Two: Land off Water Lane 

Capacity for 43 houses 

 

 

Preferred single location 21% 
Positive comments 64 

Negative comments 165 

Balance  -101 

Main positive comments   

1 Access to village amenities            19 

2 Reduced visual impact                    14 

3 Traffic away from village centre   11 

Main negative comments   

1 Traffic /congestion/parking          52 

2 Flooding                                             48 

3 Proximity to railway                       24 
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Location Three: Land off Great Lane 

Capacity for 48 houses 

 

 

Preferred single location 31% 
Positive comments 42 

Negative comments 129 

Balance  -87 

Main positive comments   

1 Traffic away from village centre   25 

2 Reduced visual impact                      9 

3  Possible additional amenities        3 

Main negative comments   

1 Visual impact                                    35 

2 Access to village amenities            23 

3 Isolated from village/bolt on        21 
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Further consultation on the three proposed locations considered the possibility of 

developing a smaller number of houses on two or three of the locations. Of the 

28% of respondents who indicated a preference for a combined solution their 

preferred combinations were as follows: 

  

Preferred location Combinations 

1,2&3             1&2           1&3 2&3 

  35%    14%        34%   17% 

  

 

The main reasons given in support of a combined location solution were as 

follows: 

 

Combination 

28% 
 

Least Overall Impact                                 47 

Take Traffic Away from Village Centre 10 

More Sympathetic Expansion                 10 
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Of the many different comments received about the nature of any new 

development, the following are the three most often made. 

 

Top 3 Suggestions 

The development should: 

Number 

making this 

comment 

Offer mixed housing 18 

Be sympathetic to existing character 13 

Offer affordable housing 8 

  
 

 

 

Parishioners were asked about the timescale over which new properties should 

be built. There was a spread of responses from 0 to 10 years.  However, 63% felt 

that they should be built within 10 years. 

 

 

Over what timescale should new properties be built? 

0 - 5 Years 33% 

5 - 10 Years 30% 

10 - 15 Years 10% 

15 - 20 Years 27% 
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Of the many overall comments, the following are those most frequently made – 

positive and negative. 

 

Main Overall Comments 

Positive Negative 

  Count   Count 

Support additional housing 

 
26 Too many houses 27 

Will bring additional amenities  10 Strain on infrastructure/safety 26 

Helps existing amenities 

 
5 Spoil character /heritage 22 

    Want no development 20 

    Strain on amenities 7 
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Conclusion 

Frisby on the Wreake is a historic and beautiful Parish, the origins of which pre-

date the Domesday book.  It is a compact settlement, located close to the river 

to the west and hemmed in by steeply rising land to the north and east. The 

nature and density of housing in the centre of the village means that there is a 

high level of on street parking, particularly on the main thoroughfares of Main 

Street, Water Lane and Rotherby Lane. 

 

Recent Government policy, in response to the growing national housing 

shortage, has put pressure on Local Authorities to respond proactively to meet 

housing demand through the publication of a Local Plan, in which a 5-year 

housing supply has to be identified.  In consequence, Local Authorities have 

looked to communities, including Parishes, to provide land on which to build 

homes. 

 

At the same time, Central Government, through its 2011 Localism Act has 

facilitated the devolution of decision-making powers from central government 

control to individuals and communities. A Neighbourhood Plan is the statutory 

mechanism through which communities can work with Local Authorities to 

ensure that any additional housing is appropriate to its size and nature and is 

located in such a way that it minimises any negative impact on those currently 

residing there. 

 

For this reason, Frisby on the Wreake is developing its Neighbourhood Plan, and 

in line with the legislative guidelines, seeks the support of MBC in working to 

develop an agreed and mutually acceptable plan for new housing and 

infrastructure in the Parish. 

 

Although we accept that it is for the Local Authority to propose the number of 

properties to be built, we believe that the identified number of 48 is excessive for 

a village in our location and with our infrastructure. The comments made by 

local residents as summarised in this report highlight serious concerns related to 

traffic, parking, pedestrian access to the village centre, flooding and the 

expected adverse visual impact. The options chosen by residents to meet the 

housing demand of the Borough have sought to try and identify solutions that 

mitigate these negative impacts, but none have fully been able to do so. We 

therefore seek constructive discussions to address the proposed housing 

allocation for our village.  
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As a result of the time constraints set by the Borough, which have meant that 

the Village Survey had to proceed without essential data from properly 

completed site assessments, the community has not yet been able to come to a 

firm conclusion on a suitable site. Although the Borough has said that it will make 

the final decision on site allocation, the level of engagement with the NP 

process by residents should be noted and we request that we be fully involved 

in the final decision. 
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Survey to gather the views of 
Frisby Residents on the
Location of Housing required 
by the Melton Local Plan 
and other related issues

Organised by Frisby Neighbourhood Plan
Advisory Committee

Please 

complete this survey

your

views are very important
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The Melton Local Plan has identified that an additional 48 houses
should be built in Frisby over the next 20 years. The village
currently has about 250 houses. This number of new homes may
change but this is not certain. All opportunities to have an influence
on the final number of additional homes are being pursued.

Frisby Parish Council has formally registered its intention to develop a
Neighbourhood Plan and has appointed an Advisory Committee to do so.
It was the understanding of the Parish Council, based on advice, that
provided the Neighbourhood Plan broadly conformed with the aims of the
Melton Local Plan it could be completed after the Local Plan was
finalised. Broadly speaking this would mean that the Local Plan would
decide upon the number of houses required to be built in each village and
the Neighbourhood Plan would decide upon where those houses are
built.

Although this approach has been taken in other boroughs such as Market
Harborough, Melton has decided that it will decide upon housing
locations itself. It will take into account feedback either through individual
responses to the published Local Plan or through coordinated group
consultations organised by communities themselves. Ordinarily this
feedback would have had to have been presented by 4th April 2016.
However after some lobbying by the village’s Advisory Committee and
Parish Council the Borough has agreed to extend this deadline to the end
of May.

In order to make sure that the residents of Frisby have a voice in deciding
upon the location of housing development and related issues the
Advisory Committee and the Parish Council have agreed that a survey
should be carried out. The survey has 2 objectives:

l To inform Frisby Parish residents of the options available 
(based upon all information currently available).

l To provide a collective input into the Melton Local Plan that  
carries some weight as it reflects the views of a large proportion 
of the community.

Introduction
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Summary of questionnaire intentions
We are seeking your views on Housing development in the Village

There are currently about 250 houses in Frisby. 
Melton Borough Council has said 48 houses need to be built here in the
next 20 years. 

We are interested in your views about where this 
housing should be placed.

On pages 3, 4 and 5. you are asked your views about each of the 3 
currently identified development sites that have been registered with
Melton Borough Council both individually and in combination.

On the final page you are invited to indicate your overall preference and
to answer a couple of supplementary questions.

For all questions please give one response

Thank you for your time and contributions.

It is possible that other sites for housing may come forward even after the
official deadline for site registration has closed and that some of those
identified may be deemed unsuitable after a full site assessment but the
Advisory Committee and the Parish Council believe that to wait until all
potential development sites come forward would mean having no say 
at all.

Please take this opportunity to have what is likely to be a once in a
generation say on the future development of your village.

Further information regarding the Frisby Neighbourhood Plan and the 3 proposed
development locations can be found on the Frisby Parish Council Website  
http://frisbyonthewreake.leicestershireparishcouncils.org
Click onto 'Neighbourhood Plan' on the bottom left hand menu

There is a public Facebook Group - Frisby's Future, please sign up to join the
group, to see comments and to be kept up to date with the 
development of the Neighbourhood plan.
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Please record your response to each question by ticking the answer
with which you most agree

1.1. What are your overall views about the suitability of this site?
1. q Very suitable    2. q Moderately suitable  3.q Not sure  4. q Moderately unsuitable     5. q Very unsuitable

Impact on Village: 
1.2. How well do you think this development would provide manageable access to village amenities
(especially for pedestrians)?
1. q Very well     2. q Moderately well 3. q Not sure    4. q Not very well 5.  q Not at all well

1.3. How well do you think the village would cope with the flow of traffic and parking associated with this
particular development?
1. q Very easily    2. q Moderately easily   3. q Not sure    4. q With some difficulty   5. q With great difficulty

1.4. What contribution do you think development at this site would make to the overall character and 
appearance of the village?
1.q Very positive    2. q Positive contribution   3. q Not sure   4. q Negative   5. q Very negative  

1.5. How large an impact do you consider a development on this site would have upon open spaces and
views within the village?
1. q A significant      2. q Some positive     3. q Not sure     4. q Some negative     5. q A significant 

improvement impact                                                      impact                            deterioration

Location 1
Land Behind School.  Capacity 48 houses.

Please add any other comments you wish to make about the suitability of this site and its impact on the village 
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Please record your response to each question by ticking the answer
with which you most agree

2.1. What are your overall views about the suitability of this site?
1. q Very suitable    2. q Moderately suitable  3.q Not sure  4. q Moderately unsuitable     5. q Very unsuitable

Impact on Village: 
2.2. How well do you think this development would provide manageable access to village amenities
(especially for pedestrians)?
1. q Very well     2. q Moderately well 3. q Not sure    4. q Not very well 5.  q Not at all well

2.3. How well do you think the village would cope with the flow of traffic and parking associated with this
particular development?
1. q Very easily    2. q Moderately easily   3. q Not sure    4. q With some difficulty   5. q With great difficulty

2.4. What contribution do you think development at this site would make to the overall character and 
appearance of the village?
1.q Very positive    2. q Positive contribution   3. q Not sure   4. q Negative   5. q Very negative

2.5. How large an impact do you consider a development on this site would have upon open spaces and
views within the village?
1. q A significant      2. q Some positive     3. q Not sure     4. q Some negative     5. q A significant 

improvement impact                                                      impact                            deterioration

Location 2
Land off Water Lane. Capacity 43 houses.

Please add any other comments you wish to make about the suitability of this site and its impact on the village 
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Please record your response to each question by ticking the answer
with which you most agree
3.1. What are your overall views about the suitability of this site?
1. q Very suitable    2. q Moderately suitable  3.q Not sure  4. q Moderately unsuitable     5. q Very unsuitable

Impact on Village: 
3.2. How well do you think this development would provide manageable access to village amenities
(especially for pedestrians)?
1. q Very well     2. q Moderately well 3. q Not sure    4. q Not very well 5.  q Not at all well

3.3. How well do you think the village would cope with the flow of traffic and parking associated with this
particular development?
1. q Very easily    2. q Moderately easily   3. q Not sure    4. q With some difficulty   5. q With great difficulty

3.4. What contribution do you think development at this site would make to the overall character and 
appearance of the village?
1.q Very positive    2. q Positive contribution   3. q Not sure   4. q Negative   5. q Very negative

3.5. How large an impact do you consider a development on this site would have upon open spaces and
views within the village?
1. q A significant      2. q Some positive     3. q Not sure     4. q Some negative     5. q A significant 

improvement impact                                                      impact                            deterioration

Location 3
Land off Great Lane. Capacity 48 houses.

Please add any other comments you wish to make about the suitability of this site and its impact on the village 
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4. Preferences
4.1     Please indicate your overall preferred option for either a single location or a combination of sites 

for the housing requirement proposed in the Melton Local Plan
1. q Location 1    2. q Location 2     3. q Location 3      4. q A Combination of Sites

4.2. If you have indicated that you would prefer the houses to be built over a combination 
of the 3 known sites please indicate which combination you believe would be best:
1. q Locations 1, 2 & 3    
2. q Location 1 & 2 
3. q Locations 1 & 3    
4. q Locations 2 & 3

4.3. If development is only possible on one site please indicate your preference:
1. q Location 1    2. q Location 2    3. q Location 3

4.4 Finally, please indicate your preference on the timing and phasing of the development 

Timing
Starting in  1. q 0 - 5 years    2. q 5 - 10 years   3. q 10 - 15 years      4. q 15 - 20 years

Phasing 
q Complete in one phase   q Complete over several phases

Please say why you have selected this combination:

Please add any other comments that you would like to make about the Location of 
Housing in Frisby over the next 20 years?
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Frisby Neighbourhood Plan
Advisory Committee:

Mike Ayres    tel 434965
Pete Rogers  tel 434570
Lesley Twigg
Tony Barber   tel 434348
Martin Smith
Stewart Halford
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Response Rate

Written Comments

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Location 1

Count 58 68 9 23 56 41 70 19 39 45 28 54 21 57 54 17 49 45 57 45 8 36 41 79 50

% 27% 32% 4% 11% 26% 19% 33% 9% 18% 21% 13% 25% 10% 27% 25% 8% 23% 21% 27% 21% 4% 17% 19% 37% 23%

Count Positive & Negative Totals 9 19 21 45 41

% Positive & Negative Totals 4% 9% 10% 21% 19%

Location 2

Count 26 65 15 46 61 41 85 25 31 31 13 45 22 56 78 8 40 60 64 42 7 32 39 90 46

% 12% 31% 7% 22% 29% 19% 40% 12% 15% 15% 6% 21% 10% 26% 36% 4% 19% 28% 30% 20% 3% 15% 18% 42% 21%

Count Positive & Negative Totals 15 25 22 60 39

% Positive & Negative Totals 7% 12% 10% 28% 18%

Location 3

Count 26 78 7 45 57 15 57 26 68 47 35 72 14 51 41 2 25 61 73 52 3 17 29 94 70

% 12% 37% 3% 21% 27% 7% 27% 12% 32% 22% 16% 34% 7% 24% 19% 1% 12% 29% 34% 24% 1% 8% 14% 44% 33%

Count Positive & Negative Totals 7 26 14 61 29

% Positive & Negative Totals 3% 12% 7% 29% 14%

Count Count

1.1 Overall Assessment 26 27

1.2 Access to Village Amenities 10 26

1.3 Traffic & Parking 5 22

1.4 Impact on Village Character 20

1.5 Impact on Open Spaces & Views 7

Count

Including Combination 18

Single Site Only 13

Positive Comments 8

Negative Comments

Balance 

Main Positives

1

2

3

Main Negatives

1

2

3

Preferred 35% 14% 34% 17% 52% 48%

Site Combinations Phasing

1,2&3 1&2 1&3 2&3 One Phase Several

Access 26 Flooding 48  Access to Village Amenities 23
15 - 20 Years 27%Visual Impact 17 Proximity to Railway 24 Isolated from Village/Bolt On 21

10 - 15 Years 10%Traffic /Congestion/Parking 27 Traffic /Congestion/Parking 52 Visual Impact 35
Not applicable as respondents only asked to 

support choice

0 - 5 Years 33%Traffic Away from Village Centre 30  Access to Village Amenities 19

5 - 10 Years 30% Possible Additional Amenities 19 Traffic Away from Village Centre 11  Possible Additional Amenities 3 More Sympathetic Expansion 10

Traffic Away from Village Centre 25 Least Overall Impact 47

 Access to Village Amenities 28 Reduced Visual Impact 14 Reduced Visual Impact 9 Take Traffic Away from Village Centre 10

106 64 42
Not applicable as respondents only asked to 

support choice

Offer affordable housing

112 165 129

-6 -101 -87 Timing

33% 15% 24% 28% Offer mixed housing

48% 21% 31% Be sympathetic to existing character

Strain on amenities

Site Preferences Top 3 Suggestions

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Combination
The development should

-85 1 -97 2 -144 3

Helps existing amenities Spoil character /heritage

-36 1 -58 2 -98 3 Want no development

-29 2 -76 3 15 1

47 1 -16 3 2 2 Support additional housing Too many houses

27 2 64 1 -43 3 Will bring additional amenities Strain on infrastructure/safety

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Positive Negative

Net Positive Score Rank Net Positive Score Rank Net Positive Score Rank

77%

Site Ranking by Question Main Overall Comments

27 125 20 164

49% 48% 34% 54% 50% 43%

104 102 72 115 107 92

13% 59% 9%

136

43% 50% 59% 29% 27% 63% 22% 50% 18% 64%

91 107 126 62 58 134 48 106 39

66 102 44 129

59% 37% 52% 39% 38% 52%

126 79 111 84 82 111

31% 48% 21% 60%

Frisby Village Survey Feedback Summary May 2016

Issued Returned Completed %

243 217 89.3%

Site Assessments

1.1 Overall Assessment 1.2 Access to Village Amenities 1.3 Traffic & Parking 1.4 Impact on Village Character 1.5 Impact on Open Spaces & Views

Issued Comments Made Comments %

243 173 71.2%
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